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Tour Name: HIDDEN MIDDLE LAND
Day 01 : An AC bus will pick you up from a specified point in Gurgaon/Delhi and you
will be transferred to Chandigarh. Chandigarh is the Capital of Punjab and also Haryana
and one of the most beautiful city in India. In the evening the tour briefing would be made
by our lead rider.
Day 02 : Ride to Shimla, which is a bustling town covered with pine forests and apple
orchards, crisp, clean air and breathtaking views - that's Shimla in a nutshell. Shimla is the
largest hill station and erstwhile summer capital of the British in India.Ride to ShimlaChail.
This tinsel hamlet is a secluded & serene place amidst lush green pine meadows.
Day 03 : Sarahan, is a small picturesque village in eastern Himachal Pradesh. The town is
Famous for Bhimkali Temple with its unusual architecture and wealth of wood carvings.
Day 04 : A descend to the Sutlej bank….and then follow the upstream of Sutlej through
dotted habitation Wangtu, Tapri through the old Indo-Tibet highway and finally reaching
to Rakcham via Sangla
Day 05 : The Sangla valley is unarguably one of the most splendid valley of the Himalayas
with all immeasurable grandeur and awe-inspiring mystery.
Day 06 : A demanding ride will start towards Spiti day to Nako. Change in the terrain is
clearly visible…. green meadows gradually faded away and a barren ravine, now a part of
our journey signaling our entry into the Trans Himalayan desert.
Day 07 : A nice Tibetian Breakfast and then ride from Nako to Kaza via Tabo. In the
afternoon visit the Key Monastery, Kibber and Komic, the highest motorable village in the
World.
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Day 08 : Visit Hikkim, Langza, Komic Villages. A walk to Kaza from Komic ( steep
descent – 3 hours) maybe of interest. A leisure evening at Kaza and bask in the ancient age
old Tibetian culture.
Day 9 : A tough ride to Losar, considered to be one of the chilliest place in Spiti Valley.
Stop for a while and then a small trek to Chandratal situated at 14000ft. A nice surrounding
amidst mighty Himalaya. Night halt at Losar.
Day 10: Cross from Spiti valley to Lahaul through Kunzum pass, one of the highest pass
situated at 15000ft. Reach Manali and relax in this bustling town of Kullu valley on the
bank of beautiful Beas river. Manali …this legendary cradle of all human kind is a prime
holiday destination.
Day 11 : Rest day and local sightseeing in Manali. This beautiful place is surrounded by
snow capped high mountain and dotted with plenty of orchards.
Day 12 : Ride back from Manali to Chandigarh. Night halt at Chandigarh.
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